
(-61) OPTION, VALVE PLATE BAR BETWEEN UPRIGHTS
This bar adapts exposed arm type carriers so that valves of the
hanging type can be securely mounted. Hardware and chrome
plated trim are supplied with this option.

(-60) OPTION, VALVE PLATE ON UPRIGHT
With the addition of this valve plate, carriers with uprights can be
converted to support both hospital lavatories and knee or foot
operated valves supplying these lavatories. Valve plate is securely
fastened to upright and is supplied with hardware and chrome
plated trim for mounting valve. When required, a clearance hole
for supply piping is provided.

(-69) OPTION, URINAL SUPPLY PIPE SUPPORT
Support assembly attaches to an upper hanger or support plate
and securely holds water supply pipe running to the flush valve.
Hanger prevents movement of water pipe during and after 
construction, protecting piping as well as the flush valve. When
ordering, specify type of pipe to be supported.
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(-66) OPTION, SPLIT HEADER FOR STAINLESS STEEL ARMS
In many cases, arms are supplied by the fixture manufacturer. This
most frequently is encountered when using some manufacturers’
stainless steel fixtures. The mounting hole spacing in the back of
the arm (Y Dim.) varies from sink to sink as well as manufacturer to
manufacturer. JOSAM has designed headers which are adjustable
which allow for the mounting of this type sink and arm 
combination.

(-67) OPTION, CONCEALED ARM WHEELCHAIR LAVATORY
Most major fixture manufacturers offer an elongated lavatory
especially designed for the wheelchair user. This lavatory requires
a special type carrier which roughs the lavatory higher than 
normal and also will support the long extension of china.

Options
The options shown below and on the next page illustrate and explain various optional carrier components.
These options must be specified and installed when the type of construction or fixture dictates their use.  When
these are used, trouble-free installations can be achieved.  See specific series for available options.

(-10) OPTION, EXTENSION FOR THICK WALLS
This option provides the extension hardware required for 
mounting fixtures when the wall thickness (dimension T) is
greater than the maximum thickness specified. Dimension T
should be specified when ordering this option.
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